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expression™ 710

Now $3,590
Save $1,000

- Colour Touch Screen
- Over 270 beautiful 9mm 
stitches
- The original IDT system
- Automatic presser foot lift
-  Large sewing space
- Thread snips

-   3.4” (70x53mm) Colour touch 
screen
- Large 10” sewing area
- Over 400 beautiful 9mm 
stitches
- The Original IDT system
- Thread snips
- Extra presser foot lift
- Updateable
- Exclusive Stitch Creator 
Feature™
- Exclusive PFAFF Stitch 
techniques: Floating Stitches, 
Ribbon Stitches and Stacking 
Stitches

quilt expression™ 720

Now $4,690
Save $600



- 110 Stitches
- Large sewing area
- Speed slider
- Thread snips
- Original IDT system
- Needle Up/Down
- High resolution screen
- LED light illuminated workspace
- Hard cover

- Colour touch screen
- Over 200 stitches
- Large sewing space
- Speed slider
- The original IDT system
- Thread snips
- Extra presser foot lift
- Start/stop button
- Sequencing function
- Hard cover

admire™ air 5000

Now $1,699

Create more 
inspirational projects 
than ever before 
with the help of 
the admire™  air 
5000 one-touch air 
threading overlock 
machine.

ambition 610

Now $1,490
Save $100

ambition 630

Now $2,190
Save $600



See pfaff-australia.com.au for all PFAFF accessories.

passport™ 3.0

Now $999
Save $300

- Original IDT system
- The original presser 
foot system
- Thread snips
- 100 stitches
- Start/stop button
- Compact/portable 
sewing machine
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creative™ 3.0

Now $4,999
Save $1,000
- Colour touch screen
- Exclusive stitch creator™ 
feature
- On-screen customizing of 
embroidery designs
- Built-in designs and fonts
- Memory to save combinations

creative icon™

Now $13,990
Save $2,000
- Biggest and brightest 
workspace
- Comphrensive 
Connectivity with WI-FI and 
mySewnet
- Enhanced original IDT 
system
-  More than 800 designs 
and techniques, built in 
videos and tutorials
- Large tablet like display
- Power and stability

Lightweight and can be 
taken to classes!


